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Graduating rate of UNM male athletes
staying on par with school's averages
By Dan O'Shea

academic suspension.
The only basis for comparison is a
A study presented at the last meet- 17-year study published by Dr. Roding of the UNM Athletic Council ney Young, director of the testing
shows the graduation rate of male division. Young kept track of the
athletes here compares favorably freshman class of 1963. It took nine
with the rate of all students.
years for 40 percent of the students,
''One problem with the study is· both male and female, to cam a dethat we'd like to have something to gree.
compare it with," said Associate
"Looking at Jackson's study, I
Registrar Helen Jackson. She com- find that the athletes seem to do just
piled the 10-yearstudyofgraduation as well as regular students," Young
·rates from 1971-72 to 1980-81 of said. He did another study in 1973
male athletes on varsity teams .. and found that students arc taking
Women athletes were not included longertograduatcformanyreasons.
because their conference regulations
''It has always been the case that
during the last 10 years have the four year degree is a myth,"
changed, originally having no Young said, in comparing his 1963
limitation on the number of years of and 1973 studies. In the 1963 study,
eligibility on varsity clubs.
15 percent of UNM students graduHer study found that during the ated in four years, while eight perpast 10 years 24.5 percent of the cent of the freshman class of 1973
male athletes graduated, 21.4 per- · graduated in four years.
cent are currently enrolled at UNM
Thirty-one percent of the 1963
working towards their degrees, 45.3 freshman class graduated in five
percent have either transferred or years compared to 14 percent of the
dropped-out and 8.8 percent were on J973 freshman class. Jackson and

Joe Cavarena

HIBERNATION: A past issue of The University Review
sits atop a light table at the offices of The New Mexican
Independent where the paper is produced. The paper's

editors said it will appear again on campus after finals.

The University Review
delayed for academics
Reports of the demise of the
self-proclaimed ''Conservative
Voice of the Southwest" are
somewhat premature, says Keith
E. Mazikowski, editor-in-chief
of The University Review ofNew
Mexico.
"The Review is still alive and
kicking, and we will continue to
publish," Mazikowski said. He
said academic reasons have
caused a temporary delay in publishing the conservative studentrun pewspaper, which first made
its appearance Oct. 18.
Mazikowski said he could not
ask his staff of unpaid volunteers
to work on the paper when they
are all facing final examinations
and term paper deadlin~s.
''Our fmances ate sound, and
we are on a proper footing to pub-

lish. once more this year and have
eight issues scheduled for the
spring semester,'· Mazikowski
said.
Mazikowski said his paper has
received a great deal of support
from the Albuquerque business
community and from business interests around the country. He
said the Review will continue to
emphasize economic news.
The Review would keep the
same basic format, but would
attempt to be more objective in
reporting the news, he said.
He also said Review readers
could expect to see more investigative piece~ and a strong business section, something Mazikowski feels is important and
comparatively rare in collegeoriented publications.

University lecture

Young agree that students are becoming more serious, combining
fewer classes with a full-time or
part-time job.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association Council meeting will be
held in San Diego this January.
Jackson attended last year's meeting
where guidelines were set on how to
counsel students on academics,
combining athletics with earning a
degree. She expects the next meeting to focus on high school athletes
and their college preparation
courses. "There will be a big step
towards recruiting academically inclined athletes," Jackson said. Her
study was requested by the UNM
Board of Regents, who decided that
this type of study should be done
routinely.
Jackson said the study was badly
needed. "Time will make this study
more meallingful. Right now it's too
early to tell if the past changes will
help."

U of A student representatives resign
citing attitude of university president
By Dennis Pohlman

Eileen Baca, executive vice- ·ate as an effective governing force.
Welch said he believes the student
Two studentrepresentatives to the
government should be as accountcommittee examining the the role of senator, said they could not continue able in fiscal matters as the rest of the
student government at the Universi- to be the only dissenting opinions on university, and that perhaps an unty of Albuquerque resigned Thurs- a body they termed "a rubber willingness to submit the same
day, citing the attitude of U of A stamp" for President Welch's deci- vouchers and receipts that faculty
President Frank Welch as the reason sions.
and administrators do was a part of
The Ad Hoc Committee on Gov- the communications problem bethey. could no longer continue as
committee members.
·
ernance was established in Septem- tween student government and the
ber to evaluate input from the uni- administration.
versity's administration, faculty and
A conflict of personalities bestudents on the role of student gov- tween himself and student body
ernment.
president Neal Candelaria is the real
Baca and Auld said they have root of the controversy surrounding
consistently opposed administration the University, Welch said. He exproposals to change the responsibili- pressed the hope that the com•
ties of student government such as munications difficulty would be resubmitting the same paperwork as solved.
"I'm willing to talk to him anyrequired by all U of A faculty and
staff, and have been in the minority time about any issue," Welch said.
Candelaria ~aid it was his feeling
on all votes taken on such proposals.
The pair said the committee was that Welch simply wants to control
another example of how Welch has the $47,000 appropriated each year
stacked the deck against the student for student activities, and that is the
senate by his committee appoint- reason a supervisor is to be
ments. They said continued dissent appointed by Welch to oversee stuon their part would accomplish no- dent government spending.
thing, because Welch and the admi- , The resignation of Baca and Auld
nistration have already made up leaves no voice on the committee for
their minds on the fate of the student student government. Senate elecsenate.
tions are set for Monday, and stuWelch said there has never been dent leaders think turnout and inany discussion of disbanding the stu- terest will be lower because "being
dent senate. He added that con·trary a senator is a lame-duck position if
to what studenf body officers say, there is no responsibilty to go with
Joa
administration proposals have not the position," according to senate
been an attempt to eliminate the sen- officers.
FRANK WEI.CH.
p~sident of the U of A student govemm~nl and Allan Auld, a student

Brazilian poor struggle for human rights, dignity

Alan Dolensky's back: SEE
STORY PAGE fO·U.

60,000 Christmas cards?
SEE STORY PAGE 2.
What's happening? SEE
CALENDER PAGES 6-7.

· "In the last few years, the Brazilian people have begun to remember
what human dignity is,'' said Murcia de Almeida, a Brazilian journalist, film maker and poet to an audience of about 50 in UNM's Wood·
ward Hall Wednesday.
De Almeida, exiled for six years,
said "To speak of human rights in
Brazil is almost a type of science
fiction!'
"In colonial8raziJ," she began,
"human rights were always ill·
defined,'' de Almeida said. She said
Under Portuguese colonir.ation, the
native Indians of Brazil had been
captUred and employed as slaves.

"The rulers of Brazil have always
changed the rules of the game
according to their jnterests," she
continued. ''It has always included
the sacrifice of the people."
De Almeida described the 1930
revolution that installed Vargas as
Brazil's ruler. "He imposed (Brazil's) most bloodthirsty dictatorship.
When he died, the 1956 Presidential
elections were engineered by the
same generals that had helped Vargas stay ht power."
"Most people think human rights
are a political thing, H she said. "But
it is the poor that are always downtrodden. A person was always pre-

sumed guilty, although later one
might be proved innocent. The feeling was that guilty people deserved
to be treated like animals," de
Almeida said.
Laws have no value when applied
to the rich, de Almeida said. She
feels the rich of Brazil have always
been immune from prosecution for
Jaw-breaking, whereas the poor
don't even have to be proven guilty
to be punished.
Persecutions began in 1964, and
••the human situation deteriorated,''
she said. By 1968, seven people had
been killed in the streets, pe.ople
were seized and never heard of

again, and the fear was spreading
and growing everywhere, de
Almeida said. "It was a period of
absolute terror in Brazil/' she said.
This terror began for Brazilian
journalists in 1969 when the nation's
newpapers were taken over by the
military, she said. They said what
could and could not be published.'' .
''Their government subsidies
were cut off, and the journalists
were persecuted. A special prison
(was created for) journalists." The
military leaders thought t · ••
achieved a major victory whe
most important Brazilian news
was destroyed, she said.

,•
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PIZZA EXPRESS
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ln~ernational

Reagan plans gala holiday festivities

laguna & cenb'al nw/albuquerque
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fine folk art from latin america
clothing fabric
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Imperial Society of Teachers validates
~BODYUNM dance student talent, abilities

the dinner and other events the
Reagans will host for Her Majesty.
President and Mrs. Reagan have a
heavy schedule of traditional Christmas parties on ilieir social calendar
wiili a party for ilie children of ilie
diplomatic corps on ilie afternoon of
Dec. 13, kicking off ilie festivities.
That evening the Reagans will entertain members of Congress and their
families at an annual ball.
Two separate parties will be held
for the large press corps and
spouses, on ilie evenings of Dec. 14
and Dec. 16.
In addition, there will be a host of
other parties and candlelight tours
for ilie handicapped, senior citizens
and oilier groups.
The Reagans will have a few days
of relaxation from ilie yuletide social
whirl over ilie Christmas holiday,
gathering with members of their
family.
On Dec. 27, they will head west
where they will spend the night in
Phoenix, visiting with Mrs,
Reagan's mother:
The next couple of days the
Reagans will be looking up old
friends and members of ilie ''kitchen
cabinet" in Los Angeles for anoilier
round of parties. Then iliey will head
for Palm Springs and ilie annual
New Year's eve gala at the luxurious
estate of multimillionaire Walier
Annenberg.

Security or other benefits.
Tht: untimely breaking of the
news of a possible tax .on unemployment benefits over the Thanksgiving
holiday was not exactly th~'pic~ure
that President Reagan had 1n mmd.
To add fuel to the fire, the television
networks had ilieir powerful cameras, used for space shots, trained on
Rancho del Cielo, Reagan's mountaintop ranch where they caught him
jauntily riding the range.
The network cameramen park
themselves on an adjacent mountain
where they spend hours waiting for·
Reagan to come into view, He is
well aware iliat iliey are iliere and
them. as mementos of ilieir White has lately been waving at them.
White House advance teams
House yeil!s.
. .
.
The Stemmeyer pamtmg wJII be- already are scouting tiJree separate
comeapartofthepermanentWhite museum areas in San Francisco
where the President and Mrs.
House collection.
The White House still is trying to Reagan hope to stage a spectacular
pick up ilie pie~es from the ~-boo dinner in honor of Queen Elizbabeth
of acknowledgmg iliat taxation of II and Prince Philip during their
un.empl.oy.ment benefits w. as under West Coast tour that begins Feb. 26.
The dinner is tentatively set for
considerat.ion as the adminis~tion
mulls over revenue-and Job- March 3 and the Reagans are pulling
out all ilie stops to return the royal
producing proposals.
Some of the oilier proposals under hospitality iliey received at Windsor
consideration reportedly were Castle last June.
The first lady's staff has been
equally unpalatable, like taxing ilie
money employers pay for Social heavily involved in the planning for

WASHINGTON - Backstairs at
the White House.:
The Republican National Committee is footing the bill for the
60,000 Christmas cards ilie President and Mrs. Reagan will drop into
the mail in midDecember.
The committee also has paid
$1 ,500 for the original watercolor
painting of the Red Room by artist
John Steinmeyer that will be featured in ilie Reagan greetings.
Large reproductions of the card
will be given as Christmas gifts to
staffers, Secret Service agents,
members of ilie household staff and
others who probably will frame

i
I.

By Terri Jenkins

ilie East coast," Mavor said, "the
idea of dance has been warmly rt:ceived. People will come to an instructor and ask, 'Where can we
learn to dance like that?'.'' Televising various dance programs always
leads to more interest among students and the general public, he
said.
Mavor feels UNM students have
the talent to be competing on a
national level themselves. ''There is
a lot of talent at UNM," Mavor said.
"The only problem dancers have
here is that they're isolated; they
have no chance to see what's being
done around the country."
Mavor is currently chor.eographingthe dance numbers Brigham
Young University will use to compete in the British Championship
next year.. He said he would like to
see the program at UNM develop
into national competition levels
also.
"The ideal thing to develop here
at UNM would be formation
teams," Mavor said. "You should

Ballroom medal examinations
were given to UNM dance students
Monday and Tuesday by Roy
Mavor, Fellow of the Imperial Society of Teachers of Dance.
Mavor, a former competition dancer himself, conducted the exams
for both beginning and advanced
dancers enrolled in the HPER dance
program.
UNM is one of only six universities in the nation to have a dance
program where dance students can
learn routines for Imperial Society
of Teachers of Dance medal examinations. The ISTD has been a
recognized institution for promoting
dance in America since the 1930s.
The organization has been responsible for encouraging and standardizing ballroom dance in America.
Mavor said he feels very good about the immediate future of ballroom
dance. "Where ilie United States
Ballroom Dan.;:e Championships
have been televised, for example, on

BUILDING I
I CHAMPIONSHIPS I

take a team to compete next September in the U.S. Championships," he
said, ''You have the talent; you only
need the motivation and some
financing for the trip."
As an ISTD Fellow, Mavor has
had to undergo rigorous exams and
training. "In order to conduct examinations, you must hold Fellow
level in both Modern and Latin
dances. You must also be invited to
stand examinations by a panel of six
judges," he said.
Mavor and his wife were awarded
the championship at ilie 1974 "Duel
of the Giants" competition held in
London yearly. He and his wife have
not actively competed since then,
but they still give lessons and exhibition dances.
Ballroom dance concerns itself
with precise steps in waltz, foxtrot,
rumba, tango and other dances. ~
Competition dancing includes such
5
fine points as whether the inside or 5
outside edge of the shoe touches the 5]
floor first, weight changes from foot
to foot or whether prescribed dance
3
position is maintained.
§

I

Announcements In Lip Senlce will bt run the day

before the event and the diJy of the. event on a space.
available basis. Lip Service Is available to all UNM
non-profit organizations. Forms for Lip Service can
be picked up In Marron Hall, room 138 and murt be
turned In by2 p.m. the day prior to publication.

The Phllosopla-y Club will present Dr. WitHam Boos

of the Philosophy 'Department who will present a
paper iitled ~'Skeptic Mode" at3:30 p.m. loday in the
Philosophy· Library. Refreshments will precede the

presentation at 3 p.m. in the Philosophy Lounge.
lnfornutlon on the 183 Frenth Summer School In

T•os will be available at 3 p.m. today in Ortega, room
107.
Lu C.mp•nu will meet today' to set llp luminariu.

Sand movers will meet in the Honors Center at II
a.m., will set. them up at Bandelier Hall at noon and
will light them after dark, approximnteJy·s:JO p.m.

Leon Harms Youth Hall
(enter gate # 5 on San Pedro)

FREE ADMISSION

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM

Best Prices
Paid Everyday
For Used T~ts.

~
~

TJlECATS

M.EOJP

SECa/IDHAIID Cl/JT'HES
NtW' 1/SCD
fer~-

FAINLY

310 ·~--·L SP

. .zss.''&'ljo~'
t

lfJ•5:JDMM-FR/
I0•7'TIA:./0•~ SAl'

~

-~~---- --·-

-

USAJfl'LIQNT ,fACKET
QENUINEQI

MIXEO PAIRS

•t.. r .. 1115 c. H•Hatn

NEW MEXICO UNION BALLROOM
Sunday December 12th

6:00pm until completion

Reserved Seating: $10 $S & $7

. ---

_,

System 01 at 3 p.m. today In the Farris Engineering
Center:. room 35.5. Refreshments wlJI be served at2:30

p.m.
Tfle UNM Chrlsllan FelloMhfp will meel at 7 p.m.
in the Kokona Lounge. Anyone interested is
invited to altcpd.
toda~·

A Chtmlcal and N•drar Enalnrrrln1 Seminar will
present Dr. Harold M. Anderson, of the Chemical
and Nuclear Engineerins Department, who_ will speak,
on ••Modeling Radionuclide Mlgraalonin the Backfill
Barrier Component of the Nuclear Waste Isolation

Clothing Safe
Ends Sunday

Tht Philippine Student Auodtllon will meet at 3
p.m. Sunday .at 337 Laguayra Dr. _NE, Open to the
publie.

Dec.S

Chrfltltn P'eacemaklna:, a serie.s of adult Jo~ums.
will feature Charles Diebold who wlll speak on
.,Latin American Jmmfgration Polley'' at JO a.m.
Sundo.y at the First United Presbyterian Church,
room 217. Open to the public and free admission.

-FOR MORE INFORMATION CALLCLARK SANCHEZ PRO·QVM FITNESS CENTER 2a4-1221
or SUB RECREATION 277-2331

Monday's Events
The Stnclutry Group, for alcoh.olies only, meets at
8 p.m. Mondays, .and ai noon Tuesdays ;md Thursdays at lheNewman Center, 1815 .Las Lomas NE.
CldUns A1alnst Nudnr nrttl will have a poUuc_k
and program at 6;30 p.m. Monday at 106 Girard SE,
rooni JOB. Blanche Fltzepalri_ck Will speak_ on )ler
recent tour and meetings with Wester European

disarmament groups.

She's the target of every eye
.• .including eyes
bnly science could create.
ROMY SCHNEIDER • HARVEY KEITEL
MAX \iUN SYDOW

ABERTRAND TAVERNIER FILM
WITH HARRY DEAN STANTON
Wrinon Ill IJ.IVID RAYfiELIIIIIIERTIIANO TAVE~IER

~ILiilfD I~ P~AVISKIN

& OU.fllff :fiLMS INCDRPOR~UD REU-'Sf

Statts Today/
F~.-Mon.-lhro.

the

general store
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

101
102
104
202
203
302
303

266-7709

Elementary Russian
Elementary Russian
Elementary Russian Conversation
Intermediate Russian
Russian Conversation
Contemporary Russian
Advanced Russian Conversation

LITERATURE

S40

7:15,1:30

THE: GUILD

Tolstoy's War and Peace
Taught in English
NO PREREQUISITES

Lindsey
Kolchevska
Kolchevska
Kolchevska
Lindsey
Lindsey
Kolchcvska
Lindsey

265·7777

M1WF 11-11:50
MTWF 10-10:50
M 12-12:50
MWF 9-9:50
1T 9:30-10:45
MWF 9-9:50
w 12-12:50
1T 12:30-1:45

GEOGRAPHY
333

Soviet Union nnd Eastern Europe

Staff

MW 4:30-10:45

320
348

Studies/Stalin Era
Romanov Russia to 1855

.Robbins
Robbins

1T 9:30-10:45
MWF 10-10:50

HISTORY

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Topicsfl'he Soviet Military
International Conflict Control
and Disarmament
Soviet Foreign PolicieS

w

Roeder
Roeder

3-5:45
Tu 6:30-9:15

Roeder

MWF 12-12:50

For more information see:
Kolchcvska Ortega 351A
Lindsey Ortega 351C
Robbins Mesa Vista 1115
Roeder Ortega 301

504 YALE SE

8117 Menaul NE

LANGUAGE

Sit. • Sun. 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 1:30

TULANE & AMHERST 255·3050

111 Harvard SE
(across &om UNM)

RUSSIAN
STUDIES
.SPRING-1983

449

..t ~tlfMAI\'"'•
•
Wll!IT •Y
ARMY· NAVY GOODS

$6

ALMOST AS
EXCITING AS THE BACK SEAT
OF A '55 CHEVY.

door prizes and refreshments, from 8:30 p.m. to
midnight Saturday in the Subway Station. All
proceeds go to the UNM Ski Racing Club.

340
440

$46.75 and up

General Admission:

Tlckeh avallabla at the Pro-Oym Fllnoaa Cenler, 322 -.turlel N.E;.

Buy
2
Get
1
Free

The UNM Ski Team will sponsor a Ski Racing

Alpha Phi Omea• invites all students to participate
in the annual Hanging or the Greens Christmas
Celebmtlon at 6:30 p.m. today in the SUB. Activities·
include lumJnarlas, caroling. hBnaing or 1he greens
and a nondenominational church service.

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

COLLEGIATE
NEW MEXICO'"•
CHAMPIONSHIPS

~

lh:m:nt Snow Dance, featuring V.B.F. and Myst,

.,.,-ago.n

SOUTHWEST
DIVISIONS:
TEEN
NOVICE
OPEN
OVER 36
WOMEN

MR. & MS.

5

This Weekend's Events

The UNM B1llroom Once Cub will meet from
7:30 t09:3D p.m. today in th_cSUB1 downstairs.

TRUCK LOADS OF BRAND
NEW STEREO AND VIDEO
EQUIPMENT WILL BE
SACRIFICED AT PUBLIC
AUCTION WITH BiDS
STARTING AT A FRACTION
OF RETAIL VALUE!

MR. & MS.
SOUTHWEST
AMERICAN CUP,,..
BODY BUILDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

s
~

5

3
5

~

3
~
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Today's Events

Covered

I

ON FRIDAY, December 3,
be sure to see
MY NAME IS IVAN,
1962 film by Andrie Tarkovsky,

director of Andrei Rublev.
My Name Is Ivan will be shown
at 7:30PM in 147 Woodward Hall.
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Letters

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Editorial

Ph ala
Dlacaunt Prlcea

I PJO/J/.PN'TGO

Zuni wing students conserve
University Housing's energy
Commentary
Ramona Nye

by

For the past three days, students living in Zuni wing of
Hokona Hall have been without
heat. Apparently the hot-water
heater broke down when its
heating convertorfailed to circulate the water necessary for heat,
The convertor failed to function
because 15 of its 190 copper coils
were ologged up with mineral
deposits. The convertor, which is
suppo$ed to be cleaned every
three years, hadn't received a
long overdue acid bath in six
years.
New Mexico law states landlords must provide sanitary and
safe conditions for its tenants,
but some selfish people are
claiming Housing is not being a
very good landlord. The law
does not consider the fact that
these are "hard times" and "sacrifices" must be made.
To keep costs down the University has devised many ways
to conserve energy. In fact, the

University's heating bill will be
reduced greatly this month because Housing Services decided
to cut the heat completely off in
the Zuni wing of Hokona Hall for
three days, during which outdoors temperatures reached
lows in the teens.
I think the female residents of
Hokona should be proud of
Housing's noble efforts to keep
our "rent" down and quit complaining about turning blue and
catching pneumonia during this
"conservation effort."

over the windows by using plastic book bags or ''saran wrap."
Not only will your room be warmer, but you will also be able to
listen to the pleasant rust I ings of
the plastic as the wind blows
through the windows.
-to add to the acoustics of
your dorm room, invest in one of
those portable heaters that
sound like a swarm of killer bees
are invading your room. Ok, so
you pay $225 a month to live
here, why should you have to
buy an additional $30 heater? Because, stupid, we are trying to
Here are a few suggestions for
conserve energy.
the female residents can use to
-take up an exercise progkeep warm during the next inram such a jumping rope or liftevitable breakdown of Hokona's
ing weights to keep warm in your
heating system - I mean "conroom. If you cannot afford
servation effort:"
weights, just move the furniture
-invite one or more members around the room a couple of
of the opposite sex over to create times.
Housing Services is making an
some "inexpensive" body heat.
- instead of bitching about "honest effort" to provide heat
the drafty windows, use some of and conserve energy at the same
your inventiveness (after all why time, so I think it's time the resielse are you in college) and con- dents "pitch in" and start doing
·
struct some insulation to tape their part.

tflell-, 13113RY·

n=~J ""7.

7HING58EM5
70Be.INCRIJCRHER& ..

The article on Reagan's tour to
South and Central America in
Tuesday's Lobo is a perfect ex.ample of the media hype that is
surrounding this trip. And coming off the UPI wires, it's really a
disgrace.
The article uses such cliches
as ''encouragement of the general trend toward democracy,"
shoring up anti-Communist nations to guard against the spread
of insurgencies , .• ," and "the
Cuban and Nicaraguan threat"
(which these so-called democracies are supposedly fighting off
in the interest of the people).
Do UPI and the Reagan administration think we're idiots?

NEW MEXICO

Daily Lobo
Vol. 87

381400

YeT, MR.
CVK&.\

llf'l. ti/AIT A
MINI/!5, PAt. I
7HI51SN1.4NY-

,_.,30 •11120 L81 Lam.. NE • 277-5743

I would also like to state my
disappointment in several ofthe
supposedly "mature" senior
senators who were unhappy
with their positions. I believe that
if they were actually student·
serving, they would be able to
work for the good of the student
body in whatever position that
may be. I fail to see how crying
and blaming the "power structure" for their own shortcomings
benefit the student welfare.

Editor:

}'(){) 8/JIQ(N}
Mel Yf}()
NOPe.
CNtPSSOIP ~
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j
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r;;~WJ~~Vn •
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Gross statements about human nature tell more about the
speaker than about the species
homo sapiens. When you say
"Man is selfish by nature," you
tell more more about yourself
than about my fellow.
Aside from being selfish, you
prove yourself to be ignorant of
political reality and philosophy.
America is "the land of the
free" on'ly for those who are not
black, Hispanic, Indian, Asian,
Jewish, over 65, female, gay or
poor.
You identify "the major philosophers" as "Socrates, Aristotle,
Ayn Rand and Leonardo
Peikoff.'' No one knows what Socrates thought, only what Plato
wrote. Rand qualifies as a writer,
but no more a philosopher than
Kafka. Rand, the apologist for
capitalism/imperialism/social
Darwinism, exposes herself as
morally bankrupt with such
absurd statements as altruism
being "a sin equal to selfishness." Peikoff is too obscure to
mention in the same breath as
Aristotle.
The American revolutionaries

CAMP 7 C7. Handomely styled with dacron/cotton poplin
outershell. Insulated with prime goose down with knit cuffs
and knit waistband.
Regular $100.00 SALE $65.00
SHEPHERD JERSEY from ROBBINS. This durable sweater
was originally made for sheepherders of New Zealand. Thanks
to a composition of70% wool and 30% acrylic it is very tough,
practical and is machine washable.
Regular $48.50 SALE $29.00

John G. Sprague

Glenn Isaacs

Best Prices
Paid Everyday
For Used Texts.

We made a special purchase of selected items made available from manufacturer at closl'lout
prices. All items are top quality and carry an unconditional warranty against defects in workmanship and materials.

Thank you,

you have canonized went
through extreme "self-sacrifice"
for political freedom- were
they duped, or are lives and fortunes lost not "self-sacrifices" in
your estimation? Surely, even
from your selfish corner, you
must agree that the destruction
which they endured was a noble
and worthy instance of selfsacrifice, of which we are the
chief benefactors. Would you
have turned your back on the
patriots because you don't believe in self-sacrifice?
The Hitler you disdain is the
ideological cousin of Rand; both
are social Darwinists. Neither
Hitler not Rand believed in selfsacrifice; they believed in
"other-sacrifice," via concentration camps or unbridled capitalism.
If you truly desire to rout out
those who ask for unjustified
self-sacrifice, then turn your incentive on Ronald Reagan, who
despite record unemploymentin
the name of a morbid preference
for guns over butter, asks us to
"stay the course" (i.e., bend over
for reactionism).

Opposite UNJ\1

CLOSEOUT SALE

senator is the reason he did not
get appointed to a higher committee position.

Selfishness shown

Bias on wires is disgraceful
population- the indigenous
people, the Guatemalan Indians.
Church workers who have openly opposed these massacres
have themselves been killed, or
have "disappeared" mysteriously (disappearing, and never
being seen alive again is a common fact of life in these "democracies," particularly for students, labor leaders and poor
campesinos.)
Nicaragua was absolutely
right when it "denounced the
Reagan trip as a ,'provocation'
and ordered national troops on
alert." As most people in this
country now know (it was the
cover story in Newsweek magazineafewweeksago), it is actively involved in a destabilization
plan, involving covert CIA activities, and costing the American
taxpayers almost $20 million.
Sincerely,

OSCMS (JJ/713

I would like to take this opportunity to clarify a statement
made by Senator Tim LeDay in
the December 2, 1982, Daily
Lobo concerning my appointment as ASUNM Finance Committee chairman. The article
stated that LeDay questioned my
appointment since I had not previously served on Senate Finance. I feel that I should inform
Senator LeDay and the students
that I have served on the finance
committee since my election last
spring. My ability as chairman
was not questioned on the Senate floor. Perhaps LeDay's inabil·
ityto inform himself on things he
should know about as a veteran

I

How dare they use the word
"democracy" to describe such
countries as El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, which have
among the worst human rights
records in the world (according
to Amnesty International and
many other respected human
rights and religious organizations).
The Cuban and Nicaraguan so
called "threat" and the "spread
of insurgencies" within these
countries, is only a threat to the
government, military and oligarchy, which have been keeping
the masses "in their place" by
repression so severe it's truly·
hard to imagine. For example, in
Guatemala, under the leadership
of a "born-again Christian" who
came into power following a
coup last March, wholesale
slaughter and unimaginable torture have taken place, the victims
ohvhich have almost exclusively
been the poorest sector of the

UNMPhoto
Clne'Servlce

Veteran senator
must be informed

COIJNTIN6 YOIJR

Editor:

Letters
Editor:

Student Book Store

CAMP 7 North Col. This is one of the classic backpacking/mountaineering
sleeping bags of all time. Solidly constructed and filled with prime goose down.
This bag weighs only 3 lbs., 4oz. yet is warm to -l0°F.
Regular $275.00 SALE $235.00
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ROBBINS WOOL SIDRT. This high quality plaid shirt is
constructed of 85/15 wool/nylon blend for strength and economy. Machine washable with elbow patches.
Regular $29.50 SALE $19.95
SUM~IT DESIGNS WILLOW. This is our best selling
sleepmg bag. Four lOoz. layers of edge-stabilized Hollofil II
provide three season comfort to 20°F. Some cosmetic seconds.
Regular $85.00 SALE $68.00

("]~~THE

WILDERNESS
CENTRE

XC Ski Packages
Starting at $105.00

NEW MEXICO'S COMPLETE
BACKPACKING/MOUNTAINEERING SIIOP

2421 San Pedro NE - 884-5113

Joanne Heisel

No. 73

The New MeKTco Dally Lobo ts published
Monday through Friday eliery regurar week
of the University year, weekly during Closed ·
and finals weeks and weekly during thesUni·
mer session, bV the BOard of Student Pub-

lications of the University of New Mex1co.
Subscrlption rato ts $10 per academic year.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,

ads

New Me•lco 87131.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages Of tho New Mexicd Dsily Lobo are
those of the author solely. Unsigned opiniOn
is that of the editor and reflects the ediiotial
policy of the paper bot does not necessarily

are
seen
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-repte!lent the views ·of the membtlr's of the

Oally Lobo staff.
Editor ........................ Kelly Gibbs

Managina Editor .•..••••.••• sam Montoya
AsstJeiate Managing Edftor ... Mitch ·Konkle
News Editor .................... Eve Cress
Copy Editor.. , ........ , ..... Robert Wood
Photo Editor ........... , .... Joel Cavaretta
Associate Photo Editor •• ,,, Jeff Alexander

Graphic Artist •••.• , •••• , .Priscilla Gonz~lez
Sports Editor ••••••••••• , • , , , • , Steve Kinu

Auoclotc Sports: Editor., •.. Goorgo Chavei

We want to be central in your
solution. Space is available for
Spring Semester. Contact
HOUSING RESERVATIONS •
201 LA POSADA • 277-2606.

PUZZLED?

Arts Editor................... Eddie Tafoya
Reporter•••••.•••••••••• , Dennis Pohlman

Reporter ................... ,. Tetti Jenkins
Reporter.••.•... ,, ••.•.•••.•• Ramomi· Nye
Entertainment Reporter••••.. Johanna King
Data Entry ...... ,, .......... , Stacy Green

Residence Halls are the answer.

Con1rlbutlng Editor •••••••••• Rick Berthold
~usihess Manager ••••• ,., ••• Michael Ford
AdvertiSing Manager, •.• , .•• James Fisher

Letters Stibn11111on Poilcy
letters to the editor must be typed, doubfe.specod and no more than iOOwords. All
malled·in letters must be sfgned by the au·
ihot and llicludo address and telephone
number. No names will be withheld. The
DSil-y Lobo doos not gu.aran_tee publication
'and will edit letters for length and libelous
content.
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Planets showing new phases
}Jy Johanna King

Patrick and Floyd Williams, directors, will be
presented al4 p.m. Sunday in Keller Hall. Admission
is $2. for the g~neral public:; $1 for UNM fatuity!
staff, Century Club member~ and senior citizens; 50
cents for students with I.D. More inrormation is
a~allable from theFitJe Arts Box Office at 277-4402,
The Orchestra of $anla Fe .. wlll pres("nt iu efghth
annual performanc~;: of Handel's Messiah at 3 p.m.
Sunday, dec. J2 in Sweeney Center, More in·
formation is avail~ble ~t the Or~hestra BDJI Office on
the mezzanine of La fondn at 988-4640.
The UNM Sym.,honl~ Wind Ensemble-featuring
Harold Van Winkle, conductor, will perform at S:JS
p.m. Monday In Keller Hall. Admission is S2 for the
general public: S1 for UNM facuhy, staff, Century
Club members and senior citizens~ 50 cents for
slUdents with I.D. More information Is available
from the Fine· Arts Box Office at 277·4402.
Twentieth Century Musle Proaram·featurlns. Floyd
Wi!Uams, clarinet: ·Karl Hinterblchler, trombone: and
Chri:aopher Shultis, percus::Ion; wlil be presented as a
part of the Keller Hall Series at B:IS p,m. Tuesday.
This will be the last presentation by the series this
semester. Admission Is $2 for the general public; $1
!or UNM faculty, slnff, Centul)' Club members and
senior eltlzensi so cents for students with 1.0. More
Information Is available from the Fine Arts JJo.lt
Ofli" at m44ol,
Tile Planel•·will have an album ulCJ.Se party at 8
p.m, Saturday at the Broadway Jw Club. Tickets
are $6 for ~tub mcm bers, $7 for the aeneral public and
are available at the Casa Hispanlca, the Bookstop and
Natural Sound. Call247-3214 for more information.
StHI Bmze-wlll be at Oraham Central Station on
Sunday, Dec, 12 at 6 p,rn. Tickets are $3.!0 and are
available at all Giant Ticket Outlets.

Tht J.ast WDvtGa/Jipoi/.ThJs weekend's double'];i'~f~~::;~ featur!i spotlights Australian director Peter Weir. The
'
Last Wave is- a thriller tl~nt combines m:,ruery and

ASUNM Film Committee presents

Francis Ford Coppola's

Apocalypse Now
t - -....
Saturday and
Sunday

1:10, 3:15,
7:00, 9:30

Starring:
Marlon Brando
Martin Sheen
Robert Duvall
Frederic Forrest
Dennis Hopper

SUB Theatre/SUB Lower Level/South Entrance
Undergraduates $2.00 All others $2.50

NO EXCUSES!
Invest in your future
and make this an
enjoyable Christmas.

ASUNM Tutorial Service
will provide
FREE tutoring
to all students
regardless of course level!
For information call 277-4965.
Director: Harold Barnwell

ritual with an apocalyptic vision. It stars Richard
Chamberlain as a young lawyer who defends a group
of aborigines an ll charge of murder. Shows with
0(1/lipo/i, a potrayal of two yc;~ungAustrallan soldiers
and their participation in the Turkfsh campaign of
191S which climaxed with the slaughu:r of Ausu·nlian
troops at Oalllpoli, Shows Friday and Saturday. (Don
Pancho's)
MoMgnor·Chrlslopher Reeve stars as Father John
Flaherty, a young American army 1=haplain whose
morality, honest)', loynllty and dedication tQ him$elf1
his church nnd his country are all put to the test,
(Cloemo East)
My Fa~•orlte fear-This comedy-dnuna, starring Peter
O'Toole, is !lbout a film star in the 1950s who makes
a debut in the new world of television. (Louisiana)
A.11 Officer and a Gentltman .. Richard Oere and
Albuquerque's. Deborah Wenger star in this over·
senUmenw.Ilzed, heavy handed, ciJcheish Jove story
that works. {Coronado)
Richard Prlor·Livt un lht Suruet Strlp·The grc;:at
black hope of comedy brin_gs his senious lo the scn:en
In the funniest movie In yeau. Prior's vulgar truths
are delivered with impeccable tlmin~ (of course) and
In addition to the nQn·ll\Op l11u$hter you also learn
why he stopped saying "nlgger.'' Shows ns a mid·
night movie. (Louisiana)
Th~ Smdtr·' 1 You're dreams will Jle'o'Cr be the- SIUTle.
He has the power to make )'OU live his nightmares and
he's dreaming about you!" (Coronado)
Some Llkt II HotSorn YuttrdD.v·This.double·feature
is a pan of Don Pancho's Orear Ladles of the Silver
Screen series. Some Likt II Holis a Marilyn Monroe
classic featuring Tony Curcls and Jack Lemmon.
Judy Holl!day's Oscar winnlna performance as Billie
Dawn, thedumb·but-loveableglrl friend of a bl&·tlme
Junkman in featured In Born Yesterday. It was this
film that gave birth ro the famous e~tpression 11 Do me
a faVor, will ya., Drop dud.'' Shows Sunday.
Monday and Tuesday. (Don Pancho's)
Tht Sorurtss·Anorhet medeval talc to be categorized
with films like''E~tcallbur," (Lobo)
Star War11 Tht Emplrt Strlku Bll<k·Th• original
comes back tQ make more mane)' for the already .rich
Lucas. StU!, you know you're getting, (Louisiana,
Cinema Bast)
Ttmt IiandlttCtumonball Run·Tlme Is the topic In
this weeks double feature. T{mt BanditS Is last )'car's
zany, slapstick comedy about a group of medieval
midgets who go through time on a gold hun.
~.Cannonball Run Is also a :r:any, slapstick comedy
about an anythlng·goes race across the nation.
(Eastdale)

AC/DC-Ltt There Bt Rock-Only true-b}ooded fans
of thisAumalian acid·rock group can sit through this
film. (Cinema East)
Apocalypse Now·Thls Francis Ford Copolln
production, based on the Joseph Conrad classic
''Heart of Darkness,'' Is a visual potralt of the mJseiJ1
and suffering Involved in the Vletnnm War. Features
maa:nificerH performances by Martin Sheen, Robert
Duvall and Marl~n Brande. ShoUw's Friday and
Saturday, (SUB Union Theater)
Budd)• Holly Story.. Gary Bussey potrays tht! father of
rock and rollin thlt entertain InK film, Con lain~ all the
chwl~ Holly hils, Shows Friday. [SUB Union
Theater)
11te ChQren·This film examines the youth of two
Jewish boys growing up In conflicting worlds: one's
life follows the trndith:mt~l, conservative wnys of his
faith while the other Is a part of the "new
generation.'' Stars Robby Benson, Maximlllan Schell
and Rod Steiger. (Col'onado)
(:tau of198<#·About the only p~ople who would be
even mUdly Interested in this rnobid film would be
high school jurdors, As for the rest of us, studying for
finals will probably provide as muc:h entertainment.
(Wyoming}
Crtrp Show-A composite of four scary tales put
together by Oeorse Romero (Night of the Living
Dead), (Coronado)
Tht Ooss and the Swlt~hblade·A religious film that
touches on all the mota! subjects. (M Plllla)
Dtath WaJch·This scl·n flick brings us to a future
world where de11th ha.s been severly eradicated and
teh::vision producers are seeking an a1ternatlve to
televised SC'l and violence, The story is about a
cameraman for the television series •iDeath Watch''
who has a TV cam~::ra implan(ed in his eye in order to
nlm the death throes of a woman expiring of iL rare
disease. Morbid, yes! ·sur entertaining? {Quild)
E.T. .. Dircctor Stephen Spielberg (Jaws) weaves cha!>e
scenes, hlsh·tcch and California satire Into this entertaining tenr·jerker about the love between a young
boy and an extra· terrestrial. (Loulsana)
Rdd~r on lh~ Roof-Be carerut when you go see this
delightful musical because it just m1ght steal your
heart away. It's about a stubborn, old Russlan~Jew
who reluctantly watches ru his three precious
daughters marry off and create their own lives.
Clo.sslc songs originating from this film Include
••Matchmaker'' and "If 1 Were li Rich Man."
(Wyomlog)
First Blood·BUl another Sly Stnllone nlm. (W )'oming)
lOur Frltnds-A senJatl'o'e rilm that focuses on the
lives of four (r!ends who bailie against the rlgfd rules
ofsociety,(LosAltos) ·
r-""7-::.:,_Harold and ftfaud~Ruth Gordon· and Bud Cort star
in this black cotnedy about a yoUng man Obsessed
with the theatrics of suicide and lhc 79·year old
woman who steals his affection$. Sounds a bit absurd
but it's ae1ually quite touching. Shows aS a midnight
_movie this weekend. (Lousiana}
1/ouse on Sorority Row-'But another one of thos~
treasured stab 'em, slab 'em nfcks. or course, due to Adam Ani-with special guest will be at Oraham
the $Ubjecl matter, only ••real womenh will be ad· Central Station Friday. Dec,J. Tickets are 57 and are
niitted. (M Pla1a)
available ntall Giant Ticket Outlets.
Jupiter Mttut~f..Yes, the world will end to~orrowJ
Beethoven's !ith 5)1Dpltony-wlll be presented by the
(or o.t least sometime In the near future), Ailother New Mexico symphony Orchema at S:l! p.m. on
docu-drama that convinces Its audience that the world Sunday, Dec, 12 al Popejoy Hall. Tickcu areStl.60;
we live ln doesn't have 11 whole lot of time left and 59.60, 58.60 aod $6.60 at the Popejoy llall aod the
that life is a hopeless cause, The perfect way to sum a NMSO box offices. More information is available at
weekend. (MPlaza)
842-8!65.
Kalhulne and Co.·Another sex exph;•it, not the kind Bftthoven•• 9th Symphony·will be presented by the
1
11
of film you. go see on a first date. The ad reads lL s New Mexico Symphony Orchestra at S:IS p.m.
rated R but sex doesn't have to beX.' 1 (Hiland, Los Friday, Dec. 10 at Popejoy Hall. Tickets ~re 511.601
Altos)
$9.60, 58,60 and 56.60 and are available at the
Ktoinii' vs. KramnOrd/nQI'y Peoplt·Get your kleenex Popejoy Hall Box Office and the NMSO Box Office.
out for this star·studdedi award-winning double More information Is available at 842~8565~
feature. Kromtr vs. Kramer, the touchin& story of Illy Chuln·W:Ul be at the Civic Auditorium
divorce arid the battle for child custody, will make Saturday, Dec:. 11, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12.50 and
you laugh one minute and cry the next. Stars are available at all Giant Ticket OuUcu.
Academy Award winners Dustin HOffman and Meryl ·theap Trlck•with Novo Combo will be a Graham
Strecp. ·Robert Redford's Oscar winning Ordinar.) Central Station Friday, Dec. 1D~ Doors open.at 6 p.tn.
People features Mary Tyler Moou1 TimothY Hutton Tickets arc 511.50 and are llvallable at all Oiant
and Donittd Sutherland in tllis story about a suburban Ticket Outlets,
family coping with !he pressures brought on by the A Coaremporary Chtmbt!r Musk: COncet'C·WiU be
tr"gic death of a son. Shows Wednesday and hosted by the Albuquerque Museum at l:lO p.tn.
Thur$day. (Don Pancho's)
Sunday. Dec, 5. Six new music pieces will be per.
Last Tanro IK ParLr·Marlon Branda's Jrut master- formed by oboist Darrel Randall, clarinetist Flo)·d
piece is a film about the abstract and eroti~ situation Wi!Hams and percussionist Christ ShUltis. The
o( two nameless toners who fall irt love. Directed by concert Is free to the public but sealing is limited.
Berta Bertolucci and co·starrhig Marla Schneider. More infonnatian is avaiJableat1(J6..7878.
Shows as a ntidnighi movie. (Louisiana)
the UNM Early Music £ruemble·fenturins Susan

Ozroustl; ·• musical love story by Roaers and
HammenteJn, will be presented by the Civic Lisht
Oprea beginning Dec. 23at Popejoy Hall. Tickets go
on sale Dec, 8 at all TJcketmaster locations, the
Popejoy Hall Box Offlce and ACOLA Box Offle<,
Prices range from $4 to Sl 0.50.
A ClubtmDS Cluol: Scrooft 111td _Morlt,..Jsrael
Horovitz's adaptation of the Charles Dickens dwlc
opens Dec. 10 at the Albuquerque Little Theatre and
shows through Dec. 12. and aaain from Dec. 16-19.
Tickets are S6, S3 for children 12 and under. The
Little Theane Is Jocaled at 224 San Pasquale A\IC,
SW, Bo]t office hours llteMondaythrou&h Friday. 9.l p,l!l, More .loformatlon Is available at 242-47)0 or
24z.4liS,
Ondtrtlla·A musical version of the claulc fairy tale
wlll beprmnted atl:30 and 3:30p.m. Saturday and
Suoday .lo Popejoy Hall. The play Is being presented
by the A.lbuqerque Children's Theater. Tickets arc
S2.SO and $3 at the door and are available at the
IPopejoy Hat! Box ornce and at all Ticker Master
Outlets, More information is available at 888·3644.
Ouuuo1 Nutwo Muleano/'f'lw Wond11/ul let Crt11m
Sult·This double (ea~ure will showat8 p.m. Friday at
the Noestro Teatro, tocated at 32U Central NE',
Cuontos NueVo Jt.(tx/cano ls a new show featuring •
collection of traditional folk tales orl.linoted In New
Mexico, The Wonderful Ju Crtam Su#, by Ray
Bradbury, is a one·llcl about six cholos and one
magical ·suit. This wlll be the Teatro's lau presen·
tatlon or both of these plays. Tickets are S4 for the
general public, 53.50 for s_tudenrs with J.D., seniot
dtb.ens and children under 12. Reservations and more
lnformidon Is available at 256-7i64.
17r~ KII/~T-Euaene Jonesco•s dramatic observation on
plaMed society, the welrare slate and re1imentatlon,
the UNM Theatr~ Art Department's current
presentation, shows Dec. 3 and 4. Tickets are S4 for
the general public, $3 for UNM students with t.D.,
faculty and staff, Ct_ntury Club members ~d senior
citizens and are availab1e at -the UNM Fine Arts Box
orfice;.
NutVO Mulco Sl,·• musical· drama aboui the hiupry
of New Mexico, will be presented at I and 4 p.m.
Suoday at the Nuestro Teatro. This will be Ill'
Teatro~s fast presentation of tbls play~ Tickets for all
shows are $4 for the 8enerai pubiic, Sl.SO for student
with I.D., senior citizens and ¢hildren under 12.
Reservations and more information i5 available at
~6-7!64.

TlrrH Goat$ and • BIGnktt·This Christmas comedy.
about marriage, divorc:e, alimony and remarriage, is

If the Planets sound familiar to
you their change from a
band to a concert band
come as surprise. They spent a
great deal of their time in the p11st
playing local clubs and lounges,
especi11lly Ned's EJ Portal, where
they were featured 35 to 45
weeks a year.
About four years ago, however, the group began to undergo
some m11jor changes, "We have
slowly evolved from b11r band
into 11 concert act," explained
drummer Davis McLarty.
"Playing before an audience
that is dancing and playing before
an audience that is just listening
and watching is really different,''
bass player Joe Don Davidson
said about changing from a club
band to a concert band. ''We had
to concentrate on our stage
appearance more. And people
were no longer interested in hearing someone else's music; they
wanted to hear good, original
music. It can really be an intimidating experience."
Their long awaited debut
album, titled "The Planets," is
being released on Reckless Records. The inovating sounds of
this Albuquerque based rock
band were recorded live in Lubbock Texas during two concerts
last year. It should be available
for purchase sometime this
month, just in time for the Christmas rush.
Most of the original music on
their debut album was created by
band members, 75 percent of
which was written by Steve
Morelick, the Planet's pianist
and founder. Some of their ori·
ginals include "You May Be
Pretty (But You're Not Nice),"
which was composed and sung
by lead singer Denise Brissey,
"Doomsday Rock," an apocalyptic but cheerful tune, and

"Pink Cadillac," which was
written about the Albuquerque's
late Tom Mays.
Other songs on the album include the remake of the Brenda
Lee classic "l'm Sorry" and Joe.
Ely's "Fingernails."
"The only songs we'll recreate
are songs that are old enough to
almost call our own anyway,"
explained Davidson.
The album, however, isn't the
band's first attempt at recording.
In 1976 "The Enchantment
Album," a record containing
songs about New Mexico by New
Mexican performers, included
one of the bands original songs
called "Albuquerque Girls."
The Planets are certainly not
newcomers to the music scene.
The original Planets were formed
in 1973 but Morelick is the only

now being presented at the Bam Dinner Theatre.
Tickets are 515.50 per person on Sunday, Wednesday
and Thursday, 516.50 oo Friday aod 517.50 on
Saturday. More information and reservations are
ava!!able from the Barn at 281·3338.

llodo A"l•• (2284 Wyomiog Blvd NE)-Babe Ruth
lloprt'i
(Montgomery
Plaz.a~x-upst-!rs,
Sharman and the Golden Country Band-downstaU's
C'hlloell Street Pub (618 Coronado ShoppinB Center
NE}Rose Wood and Steele
Danbl'• (2900 COors NW}Linda Cotton and Strett
Life
Frto~• North (4410 Wyomiog NE)-Scratch
Frio~• Pub (6325 Lolllas NE)·Striden
Glbnlttr's (4800 San Mateo Blvd, Nil)-Tapes
Gnhllll C.alrol Sttllo• (3301 Juan Tabo)-Adam Ant
Haapy leor (1200 Wyoming NEJ·No Doubt About
It
Ned'sEI Portol(4200 Central SE)-505
Ttttrno
(BOO Rio Orande)-Kandu
The Wooden Ho,.. (760!·A Ceotral Ave. NE)-Night
Shill Blues Baod

Lo••ao

Albuquerque Museu•Western artist Morris Rippel!,
a member or the prestigious National Academy of
Western Anlsts, will speak on CM tempera palntin&
and' its histOry at 1~30 p.m. Sunday. The lecture is free
and open to the public. Seatlna, howe'o'er, is limited.
Abo. an opening reception will be held for the 1983
Albuqerque Poster Competition Show at 3 p.m.
S.Unday. Each painting In this juried Show makes a
visual statement about Albuquerque. Citizens can
participate in this Show as- they may vote for the.
painting which they_ feel best depicts Albuquerque.
Ballots will be availble at the Mum~m from Dec. 5
through Jan. 7, In addition, the eAAibition -"In
Plact." featuring the Varied media and vision works
of eight conte~orarY artisu, will be on display
throuah Feb. 6. Also, the Museum will exhibit
11 'We.t~VSoutbwestu rcatu:ing pilintinss. works on
paper and bronze wiina.s by twenty New Mexico
Artists through Jan. 16. Hours are 10-5 Tuesday
through Friday, 1·5 Saturday and SUnday, closed
Mondays and holidays, The Museum is located at 200
Mountaln Rd. NW.
Art Student Auoc:&llofto.is prcs~ntin8 8 shOw titled
upoints of Reference.. through Dee. 1. More in·

GALLERIES
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~
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For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr.- Tschen
at
..
- 277-4757
.

~
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James A. Michener

In .his best"selling novels Chesapeake and Centennial, James A.
Michener celebrated the history of our country as he wrote
about the settling of America: East and West. Now he turns to
our last remaining frontier with an enthralling saga about
America's explorations into space.

UNM Bookstore

formatJon is a~;altable at 277~2667. Hours arc I 1·.5
Monday through Frlday and 7·9on·Thundaynights,
Art Edlic:aUon Galltry.Presently on display is an
uhlbltlon of recent drawings by Tina Fuentes.
The ASl!NM Annual Arts lftd Cnfts Folr-wlll be
held Dec. 3 and 4 in the: Ballroom cf the UNM
Student Union. Doors will open at JO a.m. and the
·fair will continue untll8 p.m. Thursday, Frida)' and
Saturday, The: fair is free and open to tbe public.
The OtrlslmUAriJ aad Cl'lfll Falr·Will beheld from
12 noon to 7 p.m. Saturday, Dee. 11 at Heights
Community C'~t~f 1 823 Buena VIsta. Exhibits will
Include weaving. jewelry, paintings, water.. colors and
poUCJ}'.
Joii&Oft Gallert·Prescntly on display are paintinas
from the Jonson tollectlon, The Gallery is located at
1909 Lu lomas NE. Hours are lo.4 Tuesliay through
Friday, I•S Stturda)' and Sunday.
MIWftll Mueu.m of Anthropolo1y-Tht Beebe
Collection of baskets, I'OIS, tup and l(:achlna dolls
Will continue in the east Gallery !mtil Jan. 3. The
museum will also present "Festas Acoreanas: PortUguese Relgious Celebrations in the Azores and in
Califomla,'' an exhibition of photographs by Vernon
and Mari Lyn Salvador and Portuguese ctremoniaJ
art. through Jan. 3. Museum hours are 9~ Monday
thrauah Friday, ·t0-4Saturday and J·5 Sunday.
Meridian Golle.,...An .. hibldon of paintings by
Meridian ·members Felice Lucero-Oiaccaido and
John N'orton arc presently on display. This exhibit
will be on display through Dec. 27. Hours are 11-4
p.m. Tuesday ihtou,a:h Sd.turday, 1-.4 p.m. Sunday.
The Gallery is rocated at 220 Central sw.

COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
FREE Collation.

If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

i

hv

2312 Central S.E.
Across from Popejoy Hall 1
255-9673
I

Mon-Frl 8:3D-6:30
Saturday 10·5

5¢

TYPING

!IIIIIIIIIIHIDIIIIHIIDIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIllhiHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~

M 10:30-12:30
T 3:00-5:30
w 11:00-3:30
TH 3:00-6:30
]<~ 10:00-12:00

SPACE

-------------,1

HOURS

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

remaining member of this group.
Today's Planets have been
together for over six years. The
group consists of five talented
musicians, with Dan Raines on
bass completing the picture.
"It's hard to get a real following right now because we're never in one place long enough,''
Davidson said. ".But we have a
more professional attitude than in
the past and we hope use it to
expand."
The Albuqueque based rock
and roll band will be promoting
their album Saturday by presenting a free, autographed copy to
all ticketholders at the concert
that begins at 8 p.m.
The concert is being presented
by the Broadway Jazz Club.
Tickets are $6 for BJC members
and $7 for the general public.

TERM PAPERS-RESUMES
THESES-LETTERS··LEGALS
EDITING SERVICE
ALL STYLES OF TYPING
OVERNITE SERVICE

IBM SELECTRIC II

10°/o OFF

WITH THIS AD•·GOOD THRU 12-15·82

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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4200 Cehtral SE
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CHRISTMAS SALE
Exhibition and Sale of

Fine Art Reproductions
Laser Photo Art 8. Frames
Also Available
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Wand of creativity
livens 'Cinderella'

Chamber Orchestra
opens 8th season

By Johanna King

ON THE WING,
KOSON

;
\

~ LE FLEUR,
h~ ..,f',~ PICASSO
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DON "Q", PICASSO

Art Reproductions
$3.25 each or 3 for $8.25
Laser Photo Art
$4.00 each or 2 for$ 7.00
M·c- Escher
$4.00 each or 2 for $7.00

UNM Student Union
December 6- 10
9AMto 6 PM
SUB First floor,
North Entrance

SPONSORED BY THE UNM STUDENT UNION

Buy On~ Order of Chicken
McNuggets and Get an
Order of
Chicken McNuggets FREE

Footmen fly, the kings throw
pies, cats steal. cookies, the villians
sing and the fairy godmother tap
dances during the Albuquerque
Children Theater's rendition of the
children'a classic, "Cinderella."
This definitely different version
of the classic fairy tale is being presel)ted by the Albuquerque Children's Theater this weekend at
Popejoy Hall.
The play was created by Bill
Hayden, director of the Hayden
School of Ballet and the ACT. With
the help of John Gardner, director of
Ciasssics Theater, and Michael
Jones, a local composer Hayden
converted an old, worn-o!lt story
into an original Christmas delight.
Although they based their production on the old English Pantomimes,
they decided to adapt it to the tastes
of American audiences and from this
an original, apple-pie version of
"Cinderella" was born.
"The play proved so popular, that
it played a return engagement six
months later. And since that time,
many people have been asking for
another return appearance," explained Hayden.
The cast of this fun-filled pre-

sentation inc)!)des actors from the
Classic Theater Company, the
Albuqerque Civic Light Opera, and
all the ACT Ballet Company.
Cinderell!l will be portrayed by
Kathleen Murphy who appeared in
the Classic Theater's production of
"Importance of Being Earnest,"
and in the Corrales Theater's production of "Another Part of the
Forest,"
Pay Saye is repeating her patt of
the Prince from the first production
of six years ago.
WeB-known local fabric artist
Julia S. Rutherford will recreate the
part of the Queen.
Little Dan R!lin, a new addition to
the original tale, is potrayed by Ken
Bibeau who has been appearing in
ACT shows for sixteen year.
Other actors include Cathy
Craven and Anna Constantz, (the
rotten step-sisters), Garrett Aickin·
ger, lThe King), Linda Bergman,
(the Fairy Godmother) and Jennifer
Novak, (the Cat).
The play will be presented at 1:30
and 3:30 Saturday and Sunday.
Tickets are $2.50 in advance and $3
at the door. More information is
available from the ACT at 888·

3644.

Artists raise river funds
The Committee to Save Rio Hondo will hold a fundraising art sale on
Dec. 10, 11 and 12 at Taos Nitesong
Gallery in Old Town Albuquerque.
The show will include works by
artists Bill Acheff, Veloy Vigil,
Ouray Meyers, Ted Egri, Elyse
Franks, Juanita Jarmillo, writer
John Nichols and poet Leo Romero,
among others.
The show will be in the form of an

arts festival with music and a slide
show during the day and poetry
readings at night. Taos Nitesong
Gallery is located behind La Hacienda Restaurant in Old Town.
The Committee to Save Rio Hondo is a non-profit corporation consisting of 350 members, most of
whom are residents of the communities of Arroyo Hondo, Valdez and
Des Montes.

Ensemble looks to past
UNM's Early Music Ensemble
will turn back the musical clock in its
performance with UNM student
dancers and singers at 4 p.m. Sunday in Keller Hall of UNM's Fine
Arts Center.
Two UNM music faculty members are directing the program:
Aoyd Williams, who will conduct
and play the recorder and crumhorn;
and Susan Patrick, who will play the

harpsichord, viol and organ.
Program selections include late
16th-century renaissance music; a
cantata by LS. Bach, subtitled
"Actus Tragicus;" and a suite of
renaissance dances, choreographed
by Marie! McEwan, a UNM graduate who assists in special UNM
dance classes and as an active participant in the Albuquerque Civic
Light Opera.
Admission is free.

Pre-columbian talks schelduled
Pueblo Indian historian and author Joe Sando will give two leetures, the first at 7:30p.m. on Tues·

The Chamber Orchestra of Albuquerque will open its eighth season
under the baton of music director/
conductor David Osberg at 8; 15
p. m, on Friday in the Albuquerq!le
Little Theater, 224 San Pasquale

sw.

The program covers a wide range
of styles and features Gioacchino
Rossini's "La Cambiale di Matrimonio Overture,'' Frederick Delius'
"On Hearing the .First Cuckoo in
Spring," Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf's "Sinfonia Concertante in D
Major for Double Bass and Viola,"
Gabriel Faure's "Pavane," and
Maurice Ravel's "Le Tombeau de
Couperin."
Soloists are Daniel Gwin, principal bassist, and John Di Janni,
viola, former principal for the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.
''This will be an e)lciting opening
for us,'' said Alan Bell, president of
the COA's board of trustees. "It's
the start of an important season.
We're only three years away from
our tenth season, a special
anniversary, And we've chosen this
season to move the orchestra into
some new directions.
"Those new directions reflect our
artistic growth and the commitment
of the board to ensure the orchestra's
future,'' he explained.
According to Bell, the COA will
mount its formal fund-raising effort
beginning in December and January. Bell points to increased advertising, ail art poster, a new program
brochure and an expanded board as
examples of organizational growth.
The orchestra is making strides
artistically with ambitous programming, extra rehearsals, the continuing commitment to American
composers and music, and addition·
al opportunities for the COA's own

The very prolific and popular Karl
Ditters von Dittersdorf (1739-1799)
worked in Austria, Italy and Hungary during his career as violinist,
conductor and composer.
Gabriel Faure's (1845-1924)
"Pavane" was written in 1887 and
revised in 1901. Orchestrated by the
composer, it has an optiol)al chorus
part, rarely performed in the United
States. The piece shows touches of
modality and sentiment prominent
in Faure's style.
Season tickets and single concert
tickets are available at the Albuquerque Little Theater Box Office and by
calling the Chamber Orchestra of
Albuquerque (247-0262).

Art,· science make music
Two physicists must have gazed
at their computer terminals and exclaimed, "We can make beautiful
music together."
The physicists from Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Melvin Pruitt
and Daniel Koenig, have written a
multi-media musical piece, "Suite
for Computer Graphics,'' one of the
many innovative electronic works to
be featured this Saturday, during a
performance held at the American
Center for Electronic Music.
The center, a group from Santa

II SKILLS
1

II
I

principals to take on soloist roles.
A highlight of the season is the
guest appearance of Hilary Davan
Wetton, conductor of England's
Milton Keyes Chamber Orchestra
who will conduct the COA's July
concert. Oberg will match Welton's
visit with his own trip to England in
October 1983 to conduct the Milton
Keyes Chamber Orchestra.
''La Cam~iale di Matrimonio,'' a
one-act com1c opera, opened Rossini's (1792-1868) career in 1810.
The overture was intended to set the
mood and to quiet the audience. Despite the youth of its composer, the
overture shows, already, the melodic freshness and orchestral variety
so much admired in Rossini's style.
Frederick Delius (1862-1934)
wrote ''On Hearing the First Cuckoo
in Spring" in 1912, and it has become his best known work. The
piece is based on two melodies. The
first melody is a sequence of echoing
phrases written entirely by the composer. The second is derived from a
Norwegian folk song, "In Old
Valley."

Fe, will perform at8:15 p.m. at Keller Hall in UNM's Fine Arts Center.
Tickets are $5 for general admission
and $3.50 for senior citizens, students and UNM staff and faculty.
For ticket information, contact
the Fine Arts Box Office at 2774402.
This and other concerts by the
center are funded in part by a grant
from the New Mexico Arts Division
and the National Endowment for the

Arts.
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~ Tuesday, December 7

Math 100
NS 100/Bio 100
Math 150
~ Math 120
~ English Drop-in
Preparing for Finals
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1 Wednesday,
I Math 100
I Math 162
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Good until 12-31-82
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COMPUTER MAGAZINES: Analog, Antic, Apple
Orchard, Byte, Compute, Computer Gaming World,
Computers '83, High Technology, Interface Age, Micro,
Microcomputing, Microsystems, PC, Personal Computing, Robotics Age, Softside, Sostalk,Creative Computing Sync., Technology Review, 80 Micro.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1983 CALENDARS
LARGE BOOK SELECTION
REDUCED PRICES ON GIFT BOOKS

9AM-9PM, EVERY DAY
2112 Central SE

~·

~

1
I
1
1
I
I
I
~
~

COMPLETION

PRIZES
TO BE
AWARDED
FOR
1st 2nd 3td

DON'T
FORGET
OUR

REGIONAL
QUALIFIER
TOURNAMENT
ON JAN. 21al

(pOUBLES START APPROX. 9:00pm)

ENTRIES TO BE
ACCEPTED STARTING

NOV. 15th
$3.00
UNM STUDENTS

$5.00

DOUBLES or GENERAL

I
I

I~
~
~

~

~

1
1
1
1

10:30-12 ~
11-12 ~
1:30-3
2-3:30
2:30-4
3:30-5 I
2-6 I

i

1
1

Friday, December 10
10-11:30
1-2:30
2-3
2-3
2-6
4-5

Math 100
Math 120
Math 150
Math 162
Math 100
English Drop-in

~

11-12 ~
12-1
1-2 1
2-3 I
2-4 I
2-6

1
I

I

~

1
1
I
I

I
1

Umbrella Workshops
December 1982

I

1
I

Math 100
Math 121
NS 100/Bio 100
Math 162
Math 150
Mat 180
English Drop-in

I

!
~

10-11
1:30-3
3-5
3-4
4-5:30
12-1
2-6

I
I

1:30-3
1:30-3
2-6
3-4:30
3-5
5-5:30

1 Math 120
1 Math 100

I'.!

Thursday, December 9

December 8

I English Drop-in
i Math 150

1

I
!I

·Closed Week
Workshops

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

Math 121
Math 150
Math 162
English Drop in

I

I

277-4560

I
I
~ Monday, December 5
1 Preparing for Finals
1 Math 100
I Math 120

I
I

CENTER~

3rd Floor Zimmerman Library

I
I

~

I

Limit one coupon per customer per
visit. Please present coupon when ordering.
Offer good only at Vale and Central store.

3, 1982

t ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '..

day and the second on Dec. 14, atthe
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, 2401
12th St. NW.

NEWSLAND
BOOKSTORE

D~cember

"Religious Student Support Group"
4pm United Camp?s Ministries Center
Drop m Basis
(meets every Friday night)

I

1
~
~

I

I
~

~
IJIIJ

D~~B~s

Friday, December 3, 1982

~

I

"Lesbian Support/Rap Group"
7:30-9pm Women's Center

"Ecumenical Worship Services''
7:30pm Luther House
Drop in Basis
(meets every Wednesday night)

I

1

Wednesday, December 1, 1982

~fu~

I

~

All "Operation Santa Claus" workshops
will be held from 6-Spm.

"Parents": A discussion with a
representative of the Parents and
Friends of Gays and Lesbians
7:30m Room 231 A-B SUB

II
1

"Operation Santa Claus"
Reservations due by 5pm, Nov. 10 in Room 230
Johnson Gym. Call 277-5151 for more information.
"Operation Santa Claus" schedule:
Friday 12-10
Tuesday 12-14
Wednesday 12-15
Thursday 12-16
Monday 12-20
Tuesday 12-21
Wednesday 12-22

(meet every Wednesday Night)

I1

"Hanging of the Green"
6:30pm procession and caroling
meets at the SUB- followed by
traditional Christmas services
at 8pm aDtrtohpe _AnluBma n.si Chapel
1

51

Monday, December 6, 1982
"St. Theresa of Avilla Festival"
7:30pm Alumni Chapel
Drop in Basis

~
~
~
~
~

~
~

I~~

I'.!

I

I

Tuesday, December 7, 1982 ~
"Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia
Self Help Group"
7pm-9pm Women's Center
Drop in Basis
(meets every Tuesday night)

I

I

I

~

~

1......, ........, ..............................., ..., ............., ,.............
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-----------------------------BEA
PLASMA DONOR
Yale Blood Plasma,
Inc.

$5.00
Bonus To All
First Time Donors
with this coupon & a valid Student or Militilry 10.
Offer expires Dec.1 0, 1982

Vale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Vale SE Alb. NM 266-5725

International Lunch
Monday Dec. 6

French Food
$2.50 per plate
Free Beverages

International Center
1808 Las Lomas NE
11:30am- 1:30pm

Here's away

you can bimYQur
local phone bill.

Now, Measured Service may be able to help you save on
your local phone bill without changing your calling
habits in any way. Because with this optional service
you pay just for how much you use the phone. And
still giv'e you full-time phone service when you need it.
Here's how it works.
,
You just pay a low monthly rate for your telephone, and of course there's no charge for the calls you
receive. How much more you pay depends on how
many calls you make. How long you talk during each
call. The time of day that you call and the distance each
call travels. So if you make five local calls or less a day,
you can probably save money with Measured Service.
If you're interested in getting Measured Service
for your home, call your service representative for
more information on cost and availability.
So your bill won't be any bigger than the talking
you put into it.

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell
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Sports

Terrific Stocking Stuffer for Success

Smith, Lobos run by USC
By Steve King
Phil Smith was the only Lobo to
miss a free throw in last night's
UNM-University of Southern California basketball game.
Smith probably didn't realize that
when he stepped to the line and
calmly sank two freebies with 17
seconds left in the game to seal an
e1tciting, 77-74 win over the Trojans
before 17, 148 hearty patrons in the
Pit.
"When you play point guard",
said Smith, "you e1tpect to handle
the ball and get fouled late in the
game." Smith and his happy teammates hit 21-of-24 free throws in the
game compared to USC's poor 12of-26 showing.

with 3:21 left in the first half.
Smith danced inside and found
the hole, and Brkovich hit the target
again, putting the Lobos ahead for
the first time since early in the game,
when they led 6-4. Th~ Lobos led
36-34 at the half.

"I feel like I'm dreaming," reflected Scott, who hit 7-of-9 from
the floor and 8-of-8 at the charity
strip!l, "I used to watch USC play
when I was kid, now I just beat
them. I just can't believe it."

With 17 :061eft in the game, Johnson scored four straight points to put
UNM ahead by five. A lay-up by
Johnson off a break gave the Lobos a
seven point lead (50-43) with 15:04
remaining.

Scott and crew will have less than
72 hours to enjoy the fruits of their
victory before they -play the University of Arizona, Saturday night at
the Pit.

USC fought back, thanks to the
play of Glenn Smith, who hit a pair
of short range jumpers to move the
Trojans to within two points at 60-58
with lO minutes left in the game.
With 7:15 showing on the clock,
Trojan center Clayton Olivier tied
the game at 64-64 with a free throw
after being fouled by Brkovich.

USC raced out to a quick 21-8
lead in the fust half, thanks to eight
points by forward Wayne Carlander . A pair of turnaround jumpers by
and the Trojan fast break. The Tro- Scott, sandwi.::hed around a free
jans scored 12 unanswered points throw by Phil Smith gave the Lobos
until Lobo Michael Johnson hit a a 71-68 lead. Carlander, who was
pairof free throws at the 12:02 mark. playing with four fouls, scored on a
"We were a little tight," said rebound after a missed free throw,
Lobo center George Scott, who led keeping the Trojans in contention at
all scorers with 22 points. "We 71-70 with 4: 19 left.
started working the ball inside and it
Scott hit two crucial free throws,
was just a matter of time before their
USC's Cedric Bailey answered
but
weight made them fatigue.''
with a lay-up to make the score 73UNM Coach Gary Colson made a 72. Johnson, who had 12 points on
very smart move by using Niles the night, used his muscular, 6-footDockery and Phil Smith at the same 3 inch, 207 pound frame to score on
time. The twosome combined for a a power move with 2:51 remaining
steal and a basket, followed by a in the game.
Dockery lay-up on a pass from JohnTrojan James McDonald
son, to close the gap to 23-16.
The Lobo defense showed some answered ll seconds later with a
of its might by shutting down the lay-up. The Lobes went into their
Trojan running game for the rest of slow down game, but Phil Smith
the half. "We put someone on the traveled, and Bailey went down to
outlet man and slowed them down,'' the other end and received a threesaid Smith, who finished the night second violation, setting up Smith's
with 11 points, five assists and four heroics.
rebounds.
Alan Dolensky put an e1tcellent
inside move on a Trojan defender
and scored to cut the lead to 23-18
with 9:03 remaining. Don Brkovich,
who shot a frigid 4-of-11 from the
floor, canned one from his favorite
The University of New Mexico
spot, Smith dropped a bomb from
the top of the key, the two hooked up Lady Lobo basketballers will be tak"
for another score, and the Lobos . ing on the Northern Arizona University Lumbeljills, tonight at 7:30
found themselves trailing 29-24.
Smith fed Craig Allison at the p.m in University Arena.
The Lady Lobos are coming off a
4:15 mark to close the gap to three.
Allison hit two free throws on the fifth place finish at the Queens Clasne1tt Lobo offensive possession and sic. UNM lost its first game before
it was 29-28. Trojan Jacque Hill winning its last two. Coach Doug
quieted the Lobo comeback with a Hoselton's Lobos are 3-1 on the
bucket to put the Trojans up by three young season.

.r

SPEED
READIHG
GIVES YOU WHAT
A CLOCK CAN'T

MORE

1

1t\, .

AVAILABLE TIME!

• Can Increase reading ap$8d 2-7 times
acc:ordlng to diHiculty of materials.
• Retain and recall more ol what you've read.
• New Improved Sp"d Reading course designed lor
today's studenta, professionals and business pel'l,lons.

SPEND

rtr,tE

TO SAVE

TIME/

CIU 0111, Ennlftll or Wnklnda
IOrDIIalll

127 Jefferson N.E.
265-2524
Stlllley H. ~on - g h l n RIIPid Reading

TEST PAEMRATIOfil SPECIAUSTS SINCE 1131

It's Here!
The Men
The Women
of the University of New Mexico

of the University of New Mexico

1983 Calendars
On sale at bookstores and newstands everywhere!

Envision Enterprises

Lumberjills visit
Lobos in 'Pit'
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There's ·strength in numbers,
but only if we work ~getb.er.
According to the Baha'i faith, "The supreme need of humanity
is cooperation and reciprocity."
For more information, write: Baha'i Faith, P.O. Box 1466,
Las Vegas, NM 87701 ot call collect: 505-425-3688
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Only 2 more issues
*Wed., Dec~ 8
*Mon., Dec.13
1. Personals
liS cun;, Me.
1213
MAliK ANl> MANUEL: You've bottled the right
prescription to druft the lust twenty years. Happy
birthday! MD.
f:
12/3
lUG DECEMDEit SAI,E. Calendars, new books,
l'olkwear patterns, clothes, variety of gift items. Ali
10·25°/o off through December. The Bookcase, 109
Mequ SH, 247-3102. Tues·Snt 11-5.
12/13
WOOf'Y: nm SJU:ll Oral. !.Ike, get ready to have a
totnlly uwesome time in Purgatory. l.et's get totally
huned on reefdoggers und brew, and jump those
gnarly, hot Texan dudes. Yeeimwl Love, Grace. 12/3
filiNI·~~'I'INt:: ·m~; GltAPF.S of Wrath can b~ sour
indeed! Why don't you go the the bookstore and get
Cliff\ Notes'/ They'll help you understand what you
rend, und they gi~c a greAt review. Then you'll have
mnrc free time for mel I've got n cold bottle of
Ripple .. -~nrc to ~hare? JULIO.
12/3
Sl'AZO, TIIIIEE IS u charm! How about some dew
und \even? Thanks for everything. You're fantastic!
llntiltomorrow. . .
12/3
Tlf~; MIXEil IIAGI Have you ta~ted our colossal
nuturni pistachios und whole jumbo cashews? The
large~! und belt in town! 121 Yale SE, V. bik so. of
<entrni.
1213
111, MY l.lrn.E Chipmunk. Happy birthday.
1 nuking forward to the Kappa Sigmn nnd Tri-Delt

121)

~ma~

MAZATtAN SPRINt;BREAK,
PllRFECT
Chmtma~ present. Spacefiiling up fast. 881-1668.
12/13
SAIIAJI: IIAVg A happy 21st Sunday. (P,S. I found
out!).
1213
HOW MANY "IUNGEIIS" can ASUNM find for
Sunday's hoop cun!est1.
1213
NAVAJO SP.:AKINCI STIJI>ENT needed for brief
interview. SS. Contact Phil ut 842·6519.
12113
IIASJIFUI,: •:vt:RY TIM•: I see you, your head Is
buried inn book. Why don't you go to the bookstore
und get Cliffs Notes? They' II make those tough lit
nlsignmcnts easier to understand, and they'll give you
a grear review. Throw down those chains and come
out with me! INTERESTED.
1213
CoJo,'T INFORMATION ON the '83 session of the
French Summer School In Taos, dates, scholarships,
et~. Fridny 3 p.m., RoJm 107 Ortega, Everyone
welcome.
1213
ClllLIIREN'S IIOOK FAIR Saturday, Dec, 4, from
12 noon to 4 p.m. at UNM Bookstore. Mogle,
puppets, juggling, mlnstels. Adrnls5lon free, benefit
12/3
forFriendsoftheUNM Libraries.
TWO MOllE ISSUES of the Dally Lobo arc left this
semester. Get your message to whom it may concern
before It's too late. And remember, special student
rnte of 10 cents per word per day for ptrsonal
Christ mil~ messages in the Yule Log section.
12/3
QUJERES t\PRENDER "VERI>ADER" Espanol7
12113
NntivodeEspann. Llamume. 266-2264.
PASSPORT, IU.:NTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
Inexpensive, pleasing. towest prices In town! Two for
S5, f'our for $7. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.E .. Corner Silver, orcall26~·1323.
tfn
l'ltEGNANC\' H:STING & counseling. Phone 247•
~~

~

llEGREE IN BIOLOGY1 Peace Corps will train you
in forestry, fisheries or science teacl1ing. Call 2772961.
12/3
SI'J-:EI>REt\DING
COURSE- TilE
Ideal
Christmas gift for success. Start! Jan. 19. Stanley
Kaplan Center, 265·2~24.
12/13
YOU'RE ··oRGJVEN: I told you to bring plz:ro, but
you brought Cliffs Notes, Sorry it took me so long to
discover what u great idea thai was. Cliffs Notes
mnde it easy 10 review nnd my test grade was super.
let's do it again and I'll bring the pizza. , .but please
try nnd remember the Cliffs Notes.
ENLIGHTENED.
12/3
\V.; GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles}, gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $6$.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
GURDIEfF,QUSPENSKY STUD\' group accepting
Sludents. 281-2401.
12/13
ACCUitAn: IN.'ORMATION ABOUT contntception, stetili111tlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
CO~'TACTS·POLISIJJN<l, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWnsltington.
tfn

2. Lost &.Found
I.OST: ONE PAIR of prescription sunglasses.
Mirror·image with silver frame. Ca11277-3971. 12/3
CASU REWARJ) FOR return of Ladies' shirts left
Nov. 29 on dryer, Laundromat, Girard and Indian
School. 344·8614.
1218
CI.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 n.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
ANOTIIER DIVORCE t\ND Personal Growth
Seminar begins Jah. 11 for ten Tuesdays 7:30-9:30
p.m. Cost: $8~. Callllobbie Brown, Ph.D, 883-0121
or Walter Polt, MA, 266-3421.
12113
SIIIPPING CHRISTMAS PRESENTS. Call Beklns
Moving and Storage 881-2666. Complete packing for

UPS Services. For more details, call today,
12113
YOU SLEEP, WE Wpe, 18M Selectric II, Overnlte
service, Kinko's Copies. 255-9673.
12/13
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242-3093.
01/31
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing,
typing, Call Vickieanytime82l-4812.
12/13
OVERWEIGHT? NEED 35 overweight people for an
all natural weight control program. Call now. 2559866.
12/8
24 HOUR TYPING service, 881-0628.
02/1
ACUI,EX WORD PROCF.§ING: Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics, 831-3181.

=::--:--:::::-~=-=-==-=------..::12/13

FUI.L SERVICE TYPING. In l>Y 9 a.m., out l>y 5
p.m. or overnight. Correcting Selectric. 268-0657.
12113
lADY J)J TYPING Service, 881·3542,
12113
GUITAR I.ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265-3315.
tfn
PIANO LESSONS. DEGREED, experienced,
patient.266-6212.
12113
24 IIOUR TYPING service near UNM. Coil 2473519.
12/13
A· I TYPIST, T•:RM papers, resumes, 299-8970,
12/13
TYPING, MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology.
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6p.m. 821-4378. 12113
TYPING WITH ELECTRICITY and style. Cali Jim
between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. 873·2257,
12/13
QUAI.ITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
cents/page. 299-1355.
12/13
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Cali THE OTHER OFFICE: 8846564.
12/13
R•:ASONABLE/PROFESSIONAL T'n'ING.
Manuscripts, dissertations, thesis. IBM Selectric Jll.
299·6256 or299-2676.
12/13
TYPING$1/puge, 29l-4892.
12113
TYPING, IBM SEtECTRIC. BBS-3439,
12/3
PROFESSIONAL TYPING- Sl per double-spa~ed
page. 898·6118 after 5 p.m.
12/3

4. Housing
UNFURNISIIE1> BEDROOM AND bath Immediately available. Can furnish. 265·2232.
12/13
HOUSE TO SHARE. $1:!5 pius utilities, near UNM,
nice area,Rick .266-2461 or 277-5937.
12/3
VISITING PROFESSOR SEEKS house to sit, Dec.
21 to Jan. 10. 836-0138.
12/13
HOUSE: THREE DR, two bath. 313 Harvard SE.
S42S/mo. Cali Chuck Bambach 881-9700.
12/3
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX apt. for rent.200 Vassar
SE. Cail821·7878 between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.
12/3
UNM AIU:A, STANFORD SE. Cozy two-bdrm,
partial passive solar, 265-5169, Dale884-3308, 12/3
TAOS SKI RENTAL: two bedroom house, furnished kitchen. $250 wk. (505) 158-4584.
12/13
BUY, DON'T RENT! Three bedroom house plus apt.
Three blocks from University. Approx. $3,000 down
With FHA Loan. 293·6458.
12/13
$135 THREE BEDROOM home, reduced rent. 262·
1751, Guaranteed Rentals.
'12/13
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share three
bedroom house. Clean and neat, non-smoker. By
Tramway lind 1-40, S12~ per month plus V. utilities,
298-9242,
12/8
s•:ARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are
your answer for maximum convenience to campUs
comfort and economy in housing and food service.
Space is available for Spring sem~ter, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada201, weekdays 9-4. Or call
277-2606
01/21
!li BLOCK FROM campus, one bedroom, furnished.
Available 12116. 898·0921,
12/13
Fi:MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. References
required, deposit, $200 monthly, sptit utilities. 2426660 evenings.
12113
SHARE HOUSE. MATURE male student to share
nice house nearby. No smoking, utilities, w/d, etc.
Furnished, $175 plus DD. 268·6617.
1213
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share four·bedroom
house with fireplace, washer/dryer, Across from

efficiencies, a walk from UNM, $179/mo, free heat.
Cali 242-2551 or294-4404, 1710 Coal Pl. SE. 01/10
AI.L BII.LS PAID. Two bedroom near UNM $250,
262-1751, Guaranteed Rentals, lOOs more.
12/13
FOR RENT: EUICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
STUDENT SPECIAl.! 550 Three room home, 2621751, Guaranteed Rentals. Open 7 days,
12113

5. For Sale
61 CM BIANCHI racing bike, like new, $350. 2-65
em Gitanes $100 and Sl50, Raliegb 3-speed $65.
Many more good used bikes. Call Pan'! Boone at
Two Wheel Drive, 243-8443.
12113
YES! IT'S HERE! TheMenofUNMand the Women
of UNM 1983 calendars are on sale at bookstores and
newsstands everywhere! The perfect gift for friends
01/10
and family!.
IBM EXECUTIVE TYI'EWRITERS--$300.
Reconditioned IBM Selectrlcs from $500. Brand new
correcting Selectric Il's - $910 w/30 day warranty.
Reconditioned IBM Electronic typewriters - call for
prices. OIC 292-6467 (mornings}, 296-3415
(evenings),
12/8
MOVING SALE: DESK $45, sofa bed $85, queen
size bed $95. Cal1255-2014.
1218
ATTENTION NURSING-MEDICAL students:
Swift SRL microscope for sale. Excellent condition.
242-4561.
12/3
GITZO TRIPOD FOR view camera. Excellent
1213
condition. 247·9031.
IBM EXECUTIVE TYPEWRITER, good condition,
$195.242-0215.
12/8
FIREWOOD I PINON, PINE, cedar. Cut, split and
delivered. $75. Call Tom 8tf4-9180.
1213
NEWTONIAN REFLECTOR TELESCOPE: Eight
Inch Pyrex mirror, German equatoriel mount,
assorted eyepieces. Cali 881-3067 for more details,
12113
NEW- SONY WALKMAN Ill $90. Vasque xcountry ski boots, men's size 10, $45. 242-1449. 12/13
SKIS, ATOMIC WORLD Cup Hu 185 em. Never
drilled, still in wrappers $280, New sacrifice for $150.
Matt268·6549.
12/13
MOPED $300, GUITAR $50. 210 Cornell, apt, 6,
Near Post Office.
12/3
POSTERS, RECORDINGS, CARDS, gifts, books.
10-50% off through 12119/82. Rainbow Place, 5~~
Wyoming NE, 255-5222. Open weekends.
12/3
NEW MEXICO ART Supply Christmas Sale. 20501\'o discounts on fine and commercial art materials.
Tables, easels, painting sets, technical pens, port·
folios, silkscreen sets and much more. Gift certificates available, Open Mon·Sat, 9-5:30, 2510
Central SE, across from UNM.
12/13
TYPE IT YOURSELF and Save, Olympia report
deluxe electric typewriter, German made, $100, 242m~

~

1973 GRAN PRIX PS PB, auto, NC, excellent
condition. $1600. Taking offen 277-5515 or 2563645.
12/8
STEREO SYSTEM INTERGRATED. Sansul
technics and Pioneer components. Excellent condillon, worth$4,000. Sacrifice for$1,500. 888-3142.
12113
1980 PINTO, RUNS excellent, standard, good in
miles, $2,350. 266-2264.
12113
ROSSIGNOL SM207 SKIS with Soloman 727 Equirc
bindings $200. Yamaha guitar $1 ~0. Nego 277-4879,
12/3
68 V.W. BAJA cheap dependable transportation,
Bob 292-0221.
12/13

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COURT COST AOiliTIOIIiAl
NO CHARGE OR OBUGATIOIIi
FOR INITIAL CONSUlTATIOIIi

Wt'ltNn 8dn~ Bldg./ 24i·.!b0l
J (.AQR\I1H 'A'IDCN.4l

~

AWX IATfl

lF>Al CliNK

Altura Park. $142 per month plus utilities. Cail2~6- ,;;;;;:~~~~~=~~=~~;;;;;;;;:::;
3784.
12/J • - - A BI.OCK TOUNM and near TV!. Deluxe I br$250.
2 br $310, Includes utilities. 141 Columbia SE. 268052~.
12/13
ONE DR 5230. Studio S200 furnished and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Four blocks to UNM. 8426170.
12/13
TIIREE BEDROOM, Vi block from campus.
12/13
Available Jan. I. 898·0921.
TilE CITADEJ..SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $2~0 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, nopels.l520Uni\'ersityNE.243-2494. tfn
SPECIAL STUDENT APARTMENT. Furnished
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS

-504 YALE SE

About the only thing that
isn't in it is the theme music!

·~A

BANTAM TRADE PAPERBACK.

··~BANTAM

BOOKS, INC., Dept. DR· IS.
,,.. 666 Firth Avenue, NewYotk 10103

It debuted on October 2, 1959 and
over the next five years and 156
episodes, it charted a territory all its
own filled with magic, horror, and
wonder. Now. submitted for your ap·
proval, is THE TWILIGHT ZONE COMPANION. Profusely illustrated with
over 200 photos, this definitive vol·
utne combines evocative synopses
of each episode with cast and credit
listings, incisive commentary and
colorful behind·the·scenes recollec·
tions. $9.95 wherever books ate
sold or order directly rrom the pub·
lisher by incl udi ng $1.2 5 ror postage
and handling,

6. Employment
DELIVER THE LOBO, Must be UNMstudent, have
own truck or van, and be able to work 7-10 a.m.
Monday through Friday, Job starts Jan. 10, 1983.
Apply in 131 Marron HallS ~.m. to S p,m.
12/13
ARTIST Wt\NTED TO illustrate children's story.
Portfolio essential. Call beginningPec. 5, 268-7316.
12/3
BANK TELLER, WILL train, f\111-time. Cali nowl
262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
FOURTH YEAR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Mudents only. KOB-TV /PM Magazine has two intern
openings, One production specialist, one
writing/research specialist. 20 hours per week
beginning spring semester, Contact Wanda Lippert,
243-4411 ext. 471.
12/13
CARPET CLEANER, NO experience needed. Big
money. 262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs,
12/13
AVAILABI.E JOBS! CALL the expefls at262-1751,
Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great income potential. All
occupations. For information, call (602) 998-0426
ext. 924.
12/13

7. Travel
RIDES TO CHICAGO for Christmas. Leaving12/13
afternocm, return 1/15. Ron 255-3392 or277-5736.
01/10
WANTED: RIDE TO NEVADA, preferably Reno
12/18, Share driving, expenses. Leandra 277-3068.
12113
WANTED: COUPLE NEED ride to south Florida
for Christmas break. WIH share driving/expenses,
Jack, Terry 345-4052.
12/13
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo,
tfn

mixed-doubles billiards: plus men's singles and opendoubles table tennis. $3 - UNM students w/!P, $5 UNM doubles and general public. Lower level, New
Mexico Union.
12/3
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticias.
tfn

Io.

Yule Log

TO MY LITTLE sisters, Kelii and Kathy: Hope y~'ll
have a Merry X-mas. The best present I could have
would be for us to continue to grow closer together.
Love, T.
·
121)
LVMINARIAS LIGfJT UP UNM Dec. 4.
12/3
PI PIU P,D, 'S Sarah and Michelle: Merry Christmas
to two very special people I.
12/3
COME JOIN THE students of UNM in welcoming
Christmas to the Unlversity with caroling,
Luminarias and hanging of tile Greens Dec. 3, 6:30
p.m. In SUB by Mercado.
12/3
J-375 MEMBERS: WELL, we've had our fun
reporting the news ofUNM this semester and now It's
lime to relax. Happy hJiidays and best wishes. Today
UNM, tomorrow the world I Craig.
12/3
HANGING OF THE Greens Dec, 4,
12/3
TWO MORE CHANCES are left to send your
Christmas cheer in the Daily Lobo's Yule Log,
Special student rate of TEN CENTS per word per
day. Please, only personal Christmas messages. 1213

8. MisceUaneous
WOOL COAT SALE - Select military coats y, off
(under $10), Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy Store,
504 Yale SE. 26~·7777.
12/8
FANTASTIC KITTENS: FREE to good homes, Ail
black males and females, fully housetralned and only
10 weeks old. See them at 207 Stanford SE (2 blocks
south of Johnson Gym),
12/13
HAVE AN ADVENTURE this weekend! Skydlve!
Call the Albuquerque Parachute Center for information concerning our next First Jump Course.
Special rates for students and military. Cal1877-4016.
12/13
LEATHER JACKETS $75 - Genuine leather, used,
great condition. Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy
Store, 504 Yale SE. 265-7777.
12/8

9. Las N oticias
SKIEIIS UNITE! UNM Ski Racing Benefit Snow
Dance featuring two bands, V.B. F. and Myst. Door
prizes and refreshment. Ail f1roceeds go to the Ski
Rating Club. 8:30 p.m. to 12 a.m., Subway Station,
Dec. 4, Tickets available Wed, and Frl. In the SUB
and Sat. at the door.
12/3
UNM SUB RECREATION Tournament. SUB
Games Area, Friday, Pee. 3, 6:30 p.m. until completion. Featuring men's and women's singles and
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

265-7777

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Puffs
6 Fish
10 "Oh,
bother!"
14 Motionless
15 Paris suburb
16 Mr. Ludwig
17 Harass
18 Security
20 Catch
21 Expand
23 Dropped off
24 Jargon
26 Make sad
28 Polynesian
30 Wanderer
31 Made of
wood
32 Hateful
36 Long time
37 Goalie feats
38 Present
39 Standing:
2words
42 Regulus
44 Parent: Lat.
45 Lifework
46 Got going
49 Scotch and
50 Tent
51 Immanuel -

52 Farm animal
55 Adjusting
58 Resin
60 Football field
61 Out of the
wind
62 "The Thinker" creator
63 Fish
64 Glimpses
65 Sennets

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 - Carlo
Menottl
2 - Boleyn
3 Feeling
41n favor
5 Hellish
6 Genesis city
7Company
8 Vestment
9 Color anew
10 Hinders
11 Entertain
12 Wearies
13 Toboggans
19 Where
Eve;est is
22 Boy's name
25 Fawn's parent

26 Drugged
43 Metric unit
27 Large birds 45 N.Amer.
28WWI!gun
nation
29 Slangy end- 46 Theater area
ing
47- Haute
48 Time of year
30 Not at all
49 Income form
32 Paced
51 On bended
33 Mediate
34 Suffrage
53 Neglect
35 Basin
54 Victories
37FIII
56 Neon, e.g.
40 Scatters
57 - de France
41 Consumed
59 Chop off
42 Concerns

